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Grocery Concepts
The grocery industry is witnessing an
emergence of new and revolutionary store
formats across the globe as habits on where,
when, and how consumers buy food evolve.
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“Grocery stores are following the same
path as other retail types: Divergence.
Each grocer is making a choice (often
store by store) to provide stores that
are either highly convenient and
e-commerce driven, or highly curated
and experience-driven”
Heather Arnold
Principal, Research + Analysis, Streetsense
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KEY DRIVERS
———

Educated,
Empowered
Consumers
Consumers have access to
more information and options
than ever before — creating
a more discerning consumer
than ever before as well. Along
with an increased demand
for accessible, healthier food
options, consumers now expect
transparency about sourcing and
quality — and are passing these
expectations onto grocers.

Omnichannel
Spurs
Experiential
Innovation
As online grocery shopping expands,
with global sales estimated to reach
$334 billion by 2022,1 grocers are
rethinking formats, square footage,
and experiences to continue
attracting in-store traffic. Small
format and high-tech concepts are
trickling into urban markets, while
suburban markets are maximizing
space for omnichannel distribution
and creating experiential touchpoints.

Increased
Competition
from Discounters
Value retailers are threatening
market share for established players,
reflecting the barbell effect seen
across retail categories in the
U.S. as consumers abandon the
middle in favor of either the highend luxury side or the discount
retailer. In response, major chains
are investing in private labels,
unique brand partnerships, and
streamlined pickup services to
drive customer traffic and sales.

Given these drivers, success in the segment requires evolution, creating fresh grocery store experiences.
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INDUSTRY IMPLICATIONS
———
Store Formats Will Vary by Location
Grocers will continue diversifying store
footprints to meet different markets’ needs,
with more chains exploring small format
stores in innovative, unexpected locations.

Grocery Partnerships Will Diversify
As holistic lifestyle brands become more
prevalent for consumers, grocers will look for
partnerships that diversify and streamline the
customer experience, driving traffic to the
physical store and increasing store margins.

Store Layouts Will Echo Consumer Demand for
Health and Sustainability
Consumers are more educated than
ever before and have shown a desire for
healthy and sustainable food options.
Store layouts and partnerships will also
shift to reflect these demands.

More Store Space Will be
Dedicated to E-Commerce
Increased online ordering will mean more
store space will need to be devoted to
delivery, in-store pickup and distribution,
especially for suburban and big box formats.
To maximize square footage and mitigate
the higher logistics costs of grocery delivery,
more grocers will reevaluate store formats.
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Index: Industry Shifts
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Suburban Favorites Go Urban

Sustainable Shopping

Traditional grocers are
shrinking formats to meet
demand in urban markets.

Package-free products are now
the newest and freshest craze.
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Grocers as Community Hubs

Health + Wellness Focus

Grocers are mixing with retail
spaces to create hybrid locations.

So in demand, even
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Grocertainment

Curb Your Expectations

From “Sip-N-Shops” to personal
shoppers — prepare for a
new grocery experience.

Stock up without ever having
to get out of your car.

7-Eleven is willing to play.
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Food x Fashion

Value Retailers + Private Label

The surprising successor to
traditional department stores.

Private labels and discount
stores are the new cult classics.

R E TA I L

Welcome to Retail Innovation Watch, a
collaboration between CBRE and Streetsense
thought leaders. The series highlights key
trends across the consumer and retail sectors,
current examples of industry innovation, and
forward-looking predictions for what’s next.
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Suburban Favorites Go Urban

Traditional grocers are
experimenting in urban markets
by exploring new store formats.

Target is set to open 130 small-format urban locations
in the next year,2 and Kroger recently launched several
of their Fresh Eats MKT concepts in Ohio.3 Grocers
aren’t alone — gas station giant Wawa opened several
tarmac-free food hubs in Washington, DC, last year,
with aggressive expansion planned in other urban
markets throughout the Mid-Atlantic region.
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Grocers as Community Hubs

Beyond supermarkets,
grocers are mixing with
retail and service spaces to
create community hubs.

In a former rail depot in Paris, a new 65,000 SF
venue called Ground Control houses an organic
food market, food trucks, and bars. ShopRite is
experimenting with a full fitness studio featuring
unlimited yoga, barre, and Zumba classes, as
well as childcare, for a flat $20 monthly fee.4
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Grocertainment

Grocers are creating instore experiences to retain
traffic and margins in the
face of e-commerce growth.

Eataly spearheaded the “groceraunt” trend,
where produce and retail coexist with full dining
experiences, but grocers are expanding the concept
into full experiential destinations. SoCal’s Gelson’s
Markets invite consumers to sit back and enjoy
the wine bar as a store associate completes their
shopping list with their Sip ‘N’ Shop program.5
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Food x Fashion

Grocers are partnering
with fashion brands to add
product diversification to
yield higher margins.
TESCO

In a twist of the department store model, grocers are
diversifying offerings — and increasing margins — by
offering higher margin products in-store. In the UK,
Sainsbury’s opened an experimental concept with
retail brands like Oasis.6 Tesco recently added brands
like Dorothy Perkins, Burtons, and Evans to its in-store
offerings as well,7 and Kroger has announced plans
to sell fashion in 300 stores in the near future.8
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Sustainable Shopping

Growing sustainability
movements and lowwaste lifestyles are
driving unwrapped,
plastic-free displays.

At Acme Fresh Market and Little House Green Grocery,
fruits and vegetables are displayed package-free. Retail
services like the UK’s Unpackaged allow shoppers
to bring in mason jars and cloth bags to take home
goods, and New Zealand chain New World’s “Food in
the Nude” project not only reduces plastic use, but also
keeps produce fresh for longer. Going a step further,
Albert Heijin in the Netherlands and Edeka in Germany
offer living herbs and vegetables where shoppers can
literally pick their own produce, redefining freshness.9
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Health + Wellness Focus

Catering to wellness demand
is no longer an option;
brands must offer easily
accessible, healthy products.

Even 7-Eleven isn’t exempt: they recently introduced
cold pressed USDA-certified organic juices. Expanding
the “health aisle” into full-blown concepts, Hy-Vee
developed HealthMarket, a small-format health and
fitness-focused store with 15,000 SF offering natural
beauty and body care products, sports nutrition and
supplements, and fresh produce.10 Publix likewise
opened a number of small-format specialty health
stores, GreenWise Markets, at the end of 2018.11
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Curb Your Expectations

Curbside pickup is gaining
steam in suburban markets.
H-E-B

Some retailers are taking curbside pickup even further,
offering it at e-commerce warehouses as well as
supermarket centers. H-E-B recently flipped one of
its Houston locations into a e-commerce fulfillment
center to assist nearby locations with curbside pickup
and delivery services.12 Giant’s e-commerce prototype
in Lancaster, PA, Giant Direct, offers a pickup option
for online orders, as well as a walk-up area where
customers can order in-person on tablets.13
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Value Retailers + Private Label

Discount grocers’ global
expansion is spurring
investment in private labels.

With the expansion of discount retailers like Aldi and
Lidl, established players are investing in private labels,
vertically integrating to compete on price and protect
profit margins. Target has launched 20 private label
brands across categories since 2016.14 With niche,
custom items designed to attract foodies, like maple
bourbon pickles and spicy Bloody Mary trail mix, Target
looks to capture the audiences that turned Trader
Joe’s products like Everything but the Bagel Sesame
Seasoning and cauliflower gnocchi into cult favorites.
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LIDL

CBRE and Streetsense’s joint venture helps unlock value for brands and their
customers; reimagine environments where people live, work, and play; drive demand
for clients; and foster community and sense of place. Together, we strengthen
our ability to connect with end users across industries and geographies.
For more on our partnership, please visit us at cbre.us/streetsense.
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